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Executive
summary

Following devolution announcements by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
London is beginning to explore the possibilities of taking devolved powers
from Westminster.
The aim in this very concentrated period is to get sign off from 65 bodies
(32 CCGs and 33 London Boroughs) by the end of November, while in
parallel, getting national body sign up.
This poses significant logistical concerns and the Governing Body are
being asked to agree the collaboration agreement in principle and delegate
to the Chief Officer and/or Chair to make any further minor amendments on
behalf of the CCG.

The first iteration of the principles and objectives received some very
helpful drafting comments from CCGs and these have hopefully been
incorporated in this draft successfully.
The Collaboration Agreement concentrates on how partners can work
together to improve health and wellbeing outcomes for Londoners and
builds on the Better Health for London, Five Year Forward View and NHS
Constitutional requirements.
The London model for devolution is intended to operate at a local, subregional and pan-London level.
How does this
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Patients:

Devotion could result in greater control and co-ordination of
services to benefit the local population.
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None.
None.
None.
None.

The agreement has a commitment to the 10
aspiration in Better Health for London which is aligned
to the NHS 5 year Forward View and NHS
Constitution.
No internal engagement, other than with Executives, however we have
been participants in pan-London discussions.
None.
None.
Clinical lead:
Executive sponsor:
Dr Nikita Kanani
Simon Evans-Evans
NHS Bexley CCG Chair
Director of Governance and Quality
NHS constitution

Engagement

This agreement allows London CCGs and Local
Authorities to explore devolution, it does not commit
to any significant changes at this time, therefore risks
are relatively small and in relation to time and
opportunity cost.

6 November 2015

Health and care devolution in London –
Second FAQs Bulletin 2/11/15
What is devolution?
Devolution is the transfer of powers and decisions which would usually be taken by central Government
or national bodies to a more local level. It aims to make health and care decisions more tailored to local
areas and populations. It is also a tool to promote integration by better joining-up the planning and
delivery of services and budgets at local level, removing barriers and maximising impact. Devolution
would be strengthened in some circumstances by collaboration across populations and organisations, in
that there are some objectives which may benefit from a greater critical mass of population than
individual CCG or Borough level.
Will devolution concentrate power at London level?
Devolution does not affect your statutory responsibilities as an organisation. The intention is to devolve
powers from central government to either CCG/Borough, Sub-regional level or pan-London where these
might help London move further faster with the health issues we are already trying to tackle. Most of
the devolution asks we have seen so far are to the most local level, but some of these are aggregated to a
wider geography where this is necessary; for example we will ask for estates business case approval at a
London level because the assurance cannot be carried out by the people who write the cases.
What responsibility will the ‘executive committee’ have?
In the draft collaborative agreement being discussed at the moment a ‘pan-London executive committee’
is proposed to advise the London Health Board. The intention in the wording is that this will oversee and
support the devolution agenda, including the pilots. This does not alter the statutory responsibilities of
partner organisations. Currently there is already an informal group fulfilling this function reporting to the
London Health Board, and the proposal will be to formalise this. The wording of this part of the
agreement will probably need clearer definition following feedback from CCGs/boroughs.
Is there going to be a London level grand plan?
No. Through Better Health for London, our city already has a plan, making it fairly unique in England. All
organisations have committed to delivering on the 10 aspirations to promote health and wellbeing set
out in Better Health for London: Next Steps and in doing so, deliver on the NHS Five Year Forward View.
The draft Collaborative Agreement envisages a period of piloting/action research during which various
devolved powers are tested by the pilots. Where these prove beneficial we may wish to persuade central
government to grant devolved powers to the whole of London and this would require a business case.
The collaborative agreement is intended to be a flexible enabling document to support this.
If we are not a pilot what impact will devolution have for us?
We hope that devolution will support integration efforts already underway by many boroughs and CCGs.
Devolution pilots are only one part of the complex transformation process going on in London, Prime
Ministers challenge fund, Vanguards and Pioneer integration pilots are all part of trying to get rapid
progress, in the light of a challenging financial and service environment. Some of the powers requested
for the estates pilot like regional, rather than national, control of PCIF are likely to benefit all London
CCGs.
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How will Providers be engaged in devolution?
To date proposals have been co-developed by CCGs, London boroughs, the GLA, PHE London region and
NHS England (London). Providers have not so far been extensively engaged in London, beyond informal
discussions with the AHSNs. No formal arrangement exists in London for provider collaboration and
collective sign-off. A key task during 2015/16 will be to work with providers to consider if such
arrangements might be beneficial. However, pilot proposals are being jointly developed by health and
care commissioners and providers at local and sub-regional level and letters of support by all pilot
partners will be appended to the MoU.
How will patients and the public be engaged in devolution?
In London we have a developing track record in patient and community engagement. The London Health
Commission engaged over 14,000 Londoners at tailored events and through online discussions. The
benefits of collaboration with our communities are clear and we want to accelerate progress. At our One
Year On event, we asked for commitments by Londoners and other organisations in our capital to join
these efforts to deliver lasting health improvement by pledging action against one or more of the
aspirations.
During the development of pilots and the wider London business case, we propose to leverage Londonwide and local political capital to discuss our plans with Londoners generally. For example, the Mayor has
a unique ability to conduct conversations with London. This will complement the conversations at a local
level led through borough/CCG commissioners and through Health and Wellbeing Boards.
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London Health and Care Collaboration Agreement
1. Purpose
This document sets out a collective agreement by partners to transform health and wellbeing
outcomes, inequalities and services in London through new ways of working together and with the
public. It establishes high level design criteria to use for this transformation and to inform the
devolution of health and care funding and decision-making in London. Devolution is viewed as a tool
to unlock and accelerate greater integration and collaboration in London.
The agreement presents a roadmap of agreed immediate actions by parties within existing powers
and further outline steps that are subject to formal acceptance of devolution asks, legislative
permissions and other future developments. The London roadmap will include a series of pilots to
test the viability of devolution in the London system. Insights from the pilots and other major
initiatives, including vanguards, will inform a strategic view of how greater collaboration, integration
and devolution will support sustainable and high quality health and care in London.
This agreement builds on the vision for health and care set out by London Partners in March 2015 i
and London’s response to the invitation by HM Treasury to submit devolution proposals as part of
the 2015 Spending Review ii,iii.
2. Parties
The Parties to the agreement are:
•

•
•

All 32 London Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), all 33 local authority members of
London Councils and the Greater London Authority (GLA) – collectively referred to as
‘London partners’
NHS England (NHSE)
Public Health England (PHE).

[DN: exploring whether any other national bodies might also be signatories, and how letters of
support from other London partners e.g. providers, AHSNs etc. might be appended.]
All parties agree to act in good faith to support the objectives and principles of this agreement for
the benefit of all Londoners and patients in London.
3. Objectives
The parties have a shared commitment to deliver on the 10 aspirations to promote health and
wellbeing set out in Better Health for London: Next Steps and, in doing so, deliver on the NHS Five
Year Forward View and secure the sustainability of health services and social care.
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To meet these aspirations, the parties share the following objectives:
•
•
•

•

•

•

To achieve improvement in the health and wellbeing of all Londoners through a stronger and
collaborative focus on health promotion, the prevention of ill health and supporting self-care
To make rapid progress on closing the health inequalities gaps in London
To engage and involve Londoners in their health and care and in the health of their borough,
sub-region and city including providing information so that people can understand how to
help themselves and take responsibility for their own health
To improve collaboration between health and other services to promote economic growth in
the capital by addressing factors that affect both people’s wellbeing and their wider
economic and life opportunities, through stronger partnerships around housing, early years,
employment and education
To deliver integrated health and care that focuses on maximising people’s health, wellbeing
and independence and when they come to the end of their lives supports them with dignity
and respect
To deliver high quality, accessible, efficient and sustainable health and care services to meet
current and future population needs, throughout London and on every day. To reduce
hospitalisation through proactive, coordinated and personalised care that is effectively
linked up with wider services to help people maintain their independence, dignity and
wellbeing
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•

•
•

To invest in fit for purpose facilities for the provision of health and care services and to
unlock the potential in the health and care estate to support the overall sustainability and
transformation of health and care in the capital
To secure and support a world-class workforce across health and care
To ensure that London’s world-leading healthcare delivery, academic and entrepreneurial
assets provide maximum benefit for London and the wider country and that health and care
innovation is facilitated and adopted in London.

Health and care delivery partners have already begun to organise themselves and their services
differently to deliver these objectives. The London Health Board and Healthy London Partnership
have demonstrated strong collaboration and joint working to progress the vision set out in the Five
Year Forward View and Better Health for London. Co-commissioning arrangements are underway in
almost all CCGs and health and wellbeing boards are taking on wider activities. CCGs have organised
into sub-regional strategic planning groups and London’s boroughs are working with CCGs and NHSE
to accelerate progress within existing powers, including developing joint sub-regional
arrangements iv.
New delivery mechanisms have been instrumental in providing fora for collaboration and aligned
priorities. Devolution is viewed as an additional potential tool to help deliver London’s aspirations at
pace and scale, responding to London’s unique challenges and opportunities.
4. Key principles
All parties have agreed key principles for reform and devolution:
• Improving the health and wellbeing of all London’s people will be the overriding driver for
reform and devolution.
• We will work to secure a significant shift from reactive care to prevention, early
intervention, self-care and care close to home that supports and enables people to maximise
their independence and wellbeing.
• London will remain part of the NHS and social care system, upholding national standards and
continuing to meet and be accountable for statutory requirements and duties, including the
NHS Constitution.
• Joint working will improve local accountability for services and public expenditure. Where
there is local agreement to change accountability arrangements, accountability to NHS
England for national standards and the NHS Constitution will be maintained. Decisionmaking will be underpinned by transparency and the open sharing of information between
partners and with the public. Changes to current accountabilities and responsibilities will be
agreed with government where necessary and may be phased to balance the pace of
progress with ensuring a safe transition and strong governance.
• Transformation will be locally owned and led and will aim to get the widest possible local
support. We will ensure that commissioners, providers, patients, carers, the health and care
workforce and wider partners are able to work together from development to
implementation to shape the future of London’s health and care.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

All decisions about or affecting London will be taken in or at least with London. Our goal is
to work towards resources and control being devolved to and within London as far as
possible, certainly in relation to outcomes and services for Londoners.
Collaboration and new ways of working will be needed between commissioners, providers,
patients, carers, staff and wider partners at multiple levels. Recognising that the London
system is large and complex, commissioning and delivery will take place at three levels:
local, sub-regional or pan-London. A principle of subsidiarity will underpin our approach,
with decisions being made at the lowest most appropriate level.
Given London’s complexity we recognise that progress will happen at different paces and in
different orders across the different spatial levels. We will ensure that learning, best
practice and new models for delivery and governance are shared to support and accelerate
progress in all areas. Subsidiarity as a principle will extend to the adoption of ideas piloted
in other areas to allow flexibility and adaptation to local conditions.
The people that work in health and care are critical to achieving London’s transformation
goals. We will build on London’s position as the home of popular and world-class health
education, to develop new roles, secure the workforce we need and support current and
future staff to forge successful and satisfying careers in a world-class London health and care
system.
We recognise that considerable progress can be made, building on existing foundations,
with existing powers and funding – and we are committed to doing so. But devolution is
sought to support and accelerate improvements. A series of devolution pilots will be
established through which detailed business cases can be developed jointly with
government and national bodies. Through these pilots, devolution may be secured both for
the pilots themselves and also for other parts of London, contingent on them developing
suitable plans, delivery and governance arrangements.
While embedding subsidiarity, we will ensure the strategic coherence and maximise the
financial sustainability of the future health and care system across London. Political support
for jointly agreed change will be an important feature of the arrangements. New Londonlevel arrangements, including governance and political oversight, will be established to
secure this. We commit to minimising bureaucracy as much as possible to enable delivery of
local innovation.
In 2016/17 - and drawing from the experiences of the pilots - sustainable Strategic Plans for
Health and Care will be developed as part of NHS and local authorities planning
arrangements. These will draw on learning from the devolution pilots, other transformation
initiatives and London-wide initiatives. A London-level picture, drawn from sub-regional
health economy plans, will enable oversight of the impact on health outcomes and financial
sustainability of the system across the capital.
London will be able to access any new or additional health and/or social care funding
streams that become available during the CSR period.
We recognise that London provides expertise and services for people who live outside the
capital and that benefit the country more widely. London will work collaboratively with
other regions and national bodies to take into account the impact of London decisions on
surrounding populations reliant on London-based services.

5. Proposed model for devolution in London
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a. Scope
The parties will work together during 2015/16 to agree the mechanisms and timescales to
undertake pilots of devolution within the London system. Consistent with a phased approach,
proof of concept will be explored through these pilots beginning April 2016, with a view to
devolution in shadow form in April 2017. This will be supported by robust governance
arrangements and a clear delivery plan.
Devolution of health and care to London potentially will involve the full health and care system:
• primary care
• acute care (including specialised commissioning)
• community services
• mental health services
• social care (adult and child)
• public health, with additional fiscal and regulatory powers devolved to promote health
through planning, licensing and employment support
Key enablers will include:
• devolution of funding and commissioning powers
• changes to governance and regulation
• joint capital strategic planning
• joint workforce strategic planning
• full involvement in development of new payment mechanisms
• full involvement in decisions about provider performance

b. The London model
The London model will be developed on three geographical levels: local, sub-regional and panLondon. There is recognition that acute service transformation will require collaboration across subregional footprints and place based budgets will support the linkages between locally led out of
hospital transformation and sub-regionally co-ordinated hospital network transformation.
Core components of the London approach across the three geographical levels for action will
include:
Locally:
• joint multi-year local integration planning, supporting Health and Well Being Board
strategies, to secure increased prevention, early intervention, personalisation and
integrated out of hospital health and care services – and alignment of provider plans
• full pooling and joint commissioning of NHS, social care and public health commissioning
budgets through s75 agreements
• local public asset plans and scheme development to secure facilities to deliver
accessible, multi-purpose, integrated out of hospital services and build on local schemes
in place to provide other public sector services
Sub-regionally:
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•
•
•
•

Delivery of local Health and Well Being Board aspirations through accountable strategic
partnerships based on joint committees established to lead transformation at subregional scale
Joint health and care strategies to develop new models of care across acute, primary
and social care settings
Joint commissioning to secure delivery of sub-regional plans that are clinically and
financially sustainable for all parts of the health and care system within the geography
Sub-regional estate plans and scheme development to unlock redevelopment of un- or
under-used NHS estate, aligned with local public asset planning

Pan-London:
• The London Health Board, chaired by the Mayor of London, will provide political
leadership, oversight and support for the London strategy including delivery of the
ambitions of Better Health for London and commitment to the vision set out in the Five
Year Forward View
• A pan-London joint executive committee, accounting to the London Health Board and
with ability to act on behalf of regional and local partners to agree strategic priorities
and to create frameworks that support devolved working at all levels. The committee
will support and evaluate the devolution pilots
• Partnerships for strategic estate planning, allied to the London Land Commission and
sub-regional strategies
• Workforce planning and skills development to match the pace of health system
transformation
• Collaboration to develop city level public health improvement actions, including both
regulatory and fiscal interventions
• Development of London wide financial and other frameworks, such as new payment
models, for use at sub-regional and local level.
We are committed to ensuring wide ranging engagement to support development of this model.
To deliver this strategy, parties commit to:
1. Action by London: London will build on its record of collaboration and joint working by
developing the leadership and delivery arrangements that are required at local, sub-regional
and pan-London levels. Recognising the size and organizational diversity of London’s health
and care system, we will test different elements of greater integration, collaboration and
devolution in different parts of the system. This will include the swift setting up of pilot
collaborations at local and sub-regional levels in 2015/16, with delivery commencing 1 April
2016. This will demonstrate proof of concept with learning that will be made available to
other parts of London. Opportunities to participate in testing new models of working have
been made available to all parts of London. Devolution pilots will explore four themes:
1. Sub-regional care integration
2. Sub-regional estates pilot
3. Local care integration
4. Local prevention pilot
[DN: Following confirmation of pilot sites, all pilots will be named in the section above]
Letters of support from partners in the pilot areas are annexed in Appendix 1.
In addition, London-wide action will support local and sub-regional efforts on estates and
childhood obesity. A partnership for strategic estate, allied to the London Land Commission
and sub-regional strategies, will be established to develop a strategic approach to capital &
estate management and development in London. [DN: details to be inserted pending
discussions with London and national partners]
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2. Devolution Unlocked as London Becomes Ready: a menu of new devolved flexibilities,
opportunities and authority will become available to London and parts of London upon the
development of robust joint governance, strategies and delivery arrangements and
contingent on the success of the pilots. We recognize that different parts of London are
likely to deliver this vision at different pace. Further devolution will take a phased approach,
to allow local systems flexibilities in the timing and structure of implementation.
3. Requirements of NHS and Government: London partners have submitted a proposed set of
financial, regulatory and service reformsiii to unlock health improvement and system
transformation as part of the CSR decision-making process. [DN: more may be able to be
said about this subject to the outcome of the CSR and discussions about government’s
engagement with the London Agreement]
6. Commitments by partners
• NHS England will actively lead and facilitate the links to other national bodies (including NHS
Improvement and HEE) to help all key bodies align to achieve the outcomes described in this
agreement. In particular, NHS England is committed to working with London to enable full
involvement of London partners in decisions about provider performance and cash support
and to support an integrated approach to workforce strategy across London.
• London partners will:
o Continue to deliver the NHS Constitution and Mandate
o Design and deliver innovative models of health and care delivery as set out in the
Five Year Forward View and Better Health for London, and use the learning from
pilots to support national delivery of new models of care and efficiency
o Ensure clear accountability, governance and value in relation to the health funds
delegated or devolved to London.
7. Engagement
Building on the significant public and stakeholder engagement undertaken by the London Health
Commission, we will undertake a public engagement effort at local, sub-regional and – where
appropriate – London-wide level to ensure co-development of pilots and wider devolution plans.
Building on our asset-based approach, we will ensure that commissioners, providers, patients, carers
and wider partners are able to work together from development to implementation to shape the
future of local, sub-regional and London-wide health and care.
8. Delivery
a. Governance
Governance mechanisms will reflect pan-London, sub-regional and local working. Governance of the
set up phase will be underpinned by subsidiarity, with decisions taken at the most local level,
consistent with the principles underpinning devolution. The local and sub-regional pilots will form
the heart of the set up phase, testing how the principles of greater collaboration, integration and
devolution are applied in practice. Governance arrangements must be co-developed, owned and
agreed by local partners. They will therefore be developed by individual pilots and may take
different forms in different areas.
At London level, governance arrangements for the set up phase will need to:
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•
•

•
•

Exercise the pan-London functions in the CSR ask
Set up the London collaboration initiative: evaluate the pilots and extrapolate from the
learnings of pilots, other and sub-regional health economies business plans to develop the
business case for full devolution
Facilitate links to national bodies to support the devolution pilots
Oversee delivery of the Better Health for London ambitions and commitment to the vision
set out in the Five Year Forward View

These functions will evolve as the set up phase draws to an end and devolution is implemented. The
governance arrangements will therefore also change.
The functions of this set up phase will be administered by building on existing structures:
•
•

The London Health Board, chaired by the Mayor, will provide political leadership, oversight
and support for the London strategy
A London joint executive committee will be established on 1 January 2016 [DN: date
dependent on timing of agreement], accounting to the London Health Board and with ability
to act on behalf of regional and local partners to agree strategic priorities and to create
financial and other frameworks that enable local and sub-regional devolved working. The
joint executive committee will include representation by all London Health Board partner
organisations: local authorities, CCGs, Greater London Authority, Public Health England
(London region), NHS England (London region), with the addition of provider
representatives. [DN: Further discussions will take place to finalise and confirm the
membership.]

No collaborative provider forum formally exists in London. One of the tasks of the set up phase will
be to support providers to come together to collectively engage in discussions and decision-making.
The proposed governance structure is outlined in Appendix 2.
b. Roadmap
January 2016

London joint executive committee established

2016
Set up of pilot collaborations. Pilots commence development of detailed integration
and transformation plans and negotiate devolution to support these
April 2016

Pilots commence implementation of new ways of working and plans
(implementation phased during FY 16/17 with timelines agreed by each pilot).
Formal local government involvement in sub-regional health and care strategies.
Providers establish an agreed form of arrangements to enable them to provide a
collective response to the London project, building on previous experience of
successful joint working.

By April 2017

Initial evaluation of pilots complete.
Business case submitted for devolution of health and care in London, based on
evaluation.
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Other parts of London can seek similar devolution as has been unlocked in the pilots
to support their own integration and transformation plans, subject to meeting
appropriate requirements. [DN: to clarify these requirements]
c. Support structure and resources
The joint executive committee and pilots will be supported by full-time resources including a
Programme Director and team. The programme team will be accountable to the joint executive
committee. All London Health Board partners will contribute to resourcing the programme in cash
and in-kind support. In addition, pilot areas will contribute in part to resourcing individual pilots.
Additional funding will be required to support the transformation process and a full programme and
resourcing plan will be agreed with all parties by 1 January 2016.
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Appendix 1: Letters of support from health and care partners in pilot areas
[DN: to be added]
Appendix 2: Proposed governance
The proposed governance structure for the set up phase will be established from 1 January 2016.

i

Better Health for London: Next Steps March 2015
HM Treasury A country that lives within its means: spending review July 2015
iii
th
The London Proposition: Health section. 4 September 2015.
iv
London Councils Leaders Committee, July 2015 : http://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/node/26669
ii
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Timeline: October-December 2015
October
w/c

12

19

2

3

26

16

23

30

7

14

21

(TBD) Agreement
signed

Iteration with NHS England, DH, Treasury and DCLG

Pilots & panLondon
initiatives

1-2 pilots
confirmed

Resources
and
governance

Draft r/v
by steering
group

Develop the
MOU/
agreement

9

December

26/11 CSR
announcement

Devolved
decisionmaking and
powers

4

2

21/10 One
year on
event

Key deadlines

1

November

6/11 Firm proposals
13/11 Final
from remaining pilotsconfirmation of pilots

Pilots developing proposals & support needed
r/v by London
leaders & CCG
CO

Refine
2nd draft r/v
by steering
group
Refine

Further development of pilots

Proposal
confirmed
Governance established and commence
implementation

Refine
Political sign-off

r/v by London
leaders & CCG
CO

Review by NHS England and DH
Refine

Review by CCGs, boroughs and
providers
Pilots launched
1st April 2016

